
INTRODUCING THE NEXT GENERATION CAMERA, WITH REAL-TIME TECHNOLOGY
HIGH QUALITY VIDEO | REAL-TIME AWARENESS | UNMATCHED DESIGN AND SECURITY

   SEE THE 
SUPPLY CHAIN 

IN THE MOMENT 

With Axon Body 3, the supply chain is crystal clear because of incredible low-light performance and 
reduced motion blur. Trust your camera with complete on-device encryption and Axon Body 3’s sleek but 
super strong design, built to survive even the harshest conditions. And now, with built-in wireless 
connectivity through Axon Aware, receive video streams in real time, without ever needing to dock the 
device. It’s the first body camera built with both brains and brawn so you can protect your drivers and 
your cargo.
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

LIVE STREAMING: Axon Body 3 can stream audio and video so you can react in real time from 
anywhere.

REAL-TIME COMMUNICATION: Consolidate your necessary technology with two-way 
communication.

EXCEPTIONAL VIDEO QUALITY: With video footage, image quality is everything. Axon Body 3 lets 
you see high-resolution video still-frames during playback, and captures the details even in low light 
conditions.

MULTI-MIC AUDIO:  Featuring multiple microphones, wind noise reduction and other 
advancements, Axon Body 3 lets you play back crystal-clear audio for a better sense of what 
happened. 

ON-DEVICE ENCRYPTION: The security of your device is top of mind. That’s why Axon Body 3 

features disk encryption.

LONG-LASTING BATTERY: Axon Body 3 will last for 12 hours, so you can depend on it for your 

entire work day. You can even recharge it while the camera is on.

SLEEK & RUGGED DESIGN: The camera hardware strikes the perfect balance between a clean and 
super-strong design that can survive even the harshest conditions. 

PRE-EVENT BUFFER: To help ensure key moments don’t go missed, Axon Body 3 supports up to a 2-
minute pre-event buffer with configurable audio.

EXPANDING CAPABILITIES: In the future, take advantage of new features like the ability to preview 
video over LTE, “Find My Camera,” seamless post-event transcription & reporting, priority offload, 
and more. 

SPECIFICATIONS

VIDEO RESOLUTION: 1080, 720H, 720L, 480

VIDEO FORMAT: MPEG-4  

BATTERY LIFE: Up to 12 hours 

STORAGE: 64 GB

PRE-EVENT BUFFER: Configurable up to 120 

seconds
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IP RATING: IP67

US MILITARY STANDARD: MIL-STD-810G 

DROP TEST: 6 feet

OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -20 C to 50 C 

ENCRYPTION: AES 256 disk encryption
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